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The Manager’s Corner
BY TIM W.
What I love about Alcoholics Anonymous is the
way our Fellowship steps up when needed. We certainly are survivors. Of shipwrecks, of pitiful and incomprehensible demoralizations, and now of pandemic viruses.
Whew! Strange and scary times we’re living through,
right? But we’ve all been through strange and scary
times before, and we have some experience that helps
us weather these storms. Dr. Bob said we Trust God,
Clean House & Help Others. That hasn’t changed.
When we were all asked to sequester ourselves
to help keep each other safe someone very quickly figured out the whole Zoom Meeting thing online. It’s
different, but it’s working. A number of people have

also mentioned that it must be hard for someone who
is brand new, but let’s face it, it has always been a little
difficult and uncomfortable for new people. The blessing is that nothing has really changed. We still have
people taking 12th Step calls, Your Central Office is
closed but we do make ourselves available if people
need books or chips, and, of course, there is all that
Zoom action going on. The newcomer is still being welcomed and I know a lot of people are going out of their
way to help insure that these new members feel included. People step up. Always have, always will. Thank you
for my life.
Tim W.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Venmo for Central Office Donations

Your Central Office is now accepting Venmo donations. Scan the QR code below
or search for: @SBCentralOffice
IMPORTANT: Please indicate what Group is making the donation or
what individual member is making the donation
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A.A. Community Updates


All public meetings are canceled and Central Office is closed until further notice.



We have created a listing of current online meetings in the Santa Barbara area. Please visit www.santabarbaraaa.com for the complete list.



We have created a step-by-step instructions guide for setting up remote (online) meetings. Please visit our website for details.



Your Central Office is now accepting Venmo donations. Scan the QR
code on the previous page or search for: @SBCentralOffice.



If you are a group treasurer who needs to make a donation and are
unable to use Venmo, you can mail it in or call and leave a message
and we’ll make arrangements to meet you.



Especially if you’re new, you can continue to call Central Office 805962-3332 to talk to another alcoholic.



If you would like to be on the 12-step list to receive calls, please email
your name, gender, phone number and hours available to manager@santabarbaraAA.com



The 2020 International A.A. Convention that was scheduled for July
2020 has been canceled. Please see the next page for details.

“When it comes to ego deflation, few Steps are harder to take than Five. But scarcely any Step is more necessary to
longtime sobriety and peace of mind than this one.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 55
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Updates from General Service Office (GSO)

April 9, 2020
New Meeting Guide app update
A new Meeting Guide update (v3.3.2) is live that supports the display of meetings that have
temporarily closed
and/or moved online.
Many alcoholics continue to use the Meeting Guide to find meeting information during this
challenging time. We suggest entities take advantage of this new capability to ensure accurate information about your meetings is in the app.
For more information about how to update your meeting listings visit:
● Marking Meetings as Temporarily Closed:
https://meetingguide.aa.org/marking-meetings-as-temporarily-suspended
● Adding Online Meeting Information to Meeting Listings:
https://meetingguide.aa.org/online-meetings
● 12-step Meeting List plugin support:
https://wordpress.org/support/plugin/12-step-meeting-list/
Please note:
This update does not support listings for online-only meetings. Any online meeting information provided must be associated with a physical meeting at a valid street address in order to appear. Potential support for online-only meetings in Meeting Guide is under discussion.
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The Messenger is published by
YOUR Central Office.

April Birthdays

Name

Please send submissions to:

Years

Nancy B.

23

Nan S.

28

Craig B.

43

manager@santabarbaraAA.com

Have an AA birthday? Please let
your Central Office know so that we
can print it in The Messenger.

Central Office Statistics

Brian B.

44

During April, your Central Office had:

AA Info Calls

*Even though the office is
closed, you can call or email the
office to let us know about your
birthday. We know many more
people celebrated birthdays last
month than are listed here.

212

Alanon Referrals

3

Other Referrals

2

12 Step Calls

15

12 Step Office

0

Out of Town Visitors

0

Office Walk Ins

0

Website Pageviews

20,021

“Just as firmly bound by obligation are the members of Alcoholics Anonymous, who have demonstrated that they can
help problem drinkers as others seldom can.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 150
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On the Fifth Step
“Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.”

"Keep that stuff out of AA. We're here to talk about
booze.") I never read that I had twisted relations, emotional
handicaps, or excesses of negative emotion, that unreasonably imposing my instincts on others was the cause of much
of my unhappiness. I thought these Steps were about being
"good." And they are. But I have to start by getting real.
If I look again at how I confused Steps Four and
Five with the sacrament of confession, I remember that
absolution never did a thing for me but put me in something people called "the state of grace," which was something I imagined qualified me to pose for holy pictures. In
Steps Four and Five, I am not looking for absolution but
acceptance--for a chance to look eyeball-to-eyeball at another alcoholic, a chance to make a human connection that
will bridge the gap inside me and where guilt made me
afraid to look.
In AA, we talk a lot about grace but people rarely
say what it is. To me, it's time and space in a safe atmosphere where I can look at past behavior and dwell with it
fearlessly. And by "behavior" I don't mean just "sinful acts."
Behavior includes perceptions, assumptions, feelings, delusions, and motives, as well as actions. Grace gives me the
living room I need where I don't feel judged or have my
prior experience of myself confirmed. For me, the real
problem with Steps Four and Five was not, What if I am
judged? It was, What if I'm not judged? I would not have
known how to respond to a picture of me that I hadn't already developed in my distorted imagination.
I believe, as an AA sponsor, I have a responsibility
to my newer friend to remind him that there is a difference
between the sacrament and the Step. People use the sacrament all the time and derive great spiritual enrichment
from it. But the sacrament would not have done the job for
me. I needed to identify myself as a human being and to
feel that nothing inside that was mine was useless or needed to be feared. Everything inside would somehow find a
place in my recovery. If I turn my back on anything about
me, nothing else about me is as true as it could be.
To anyone taking these Steps with me I say, "I accept you in advance of knowing who you are. In the atmosphere of grace, I look forward to finding out. I know my
humanity will be enriched in the process. And when it's
over, we will both be readier to let go of those things we
have done that have hurt us and others. Steps Four and
Step Five amount to a celebration of life in all its wonderful
possibilities, through contact with our own experience and
with others. It is one more Step toward the theme of all the
Steps: the joy of living.

THE FOURTH STEP BLUES
BY JIM N. (WEST SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS)
Some people say the trouble with Step Four is Step
Five. The idea of having to tell someone what you've
written inhibits the writing. But couldn't it work in reverse
as well? Knowing someone is there and willing to help you
through this process of housecleaning could be the spur to
do it.
Too often people joke about starting their Fourth,
and then they say, "But that's as far as I got." That's really a
shame because the payoff for doing it is so great. I'm not
talking about a bolt out of the blue, but the beginning of a
process--the process of just making friends with the most
important person you don't know, yourself. It's really what
the whole rest of the program is about.
Looking at yourself for the first time can be scary.
For me, it was a problem of confusing the Fifth Step with
the sacrament of confession I experienced as a boy. I got
depressed every time I thought of getting into that dark
little box called the confessional. There was shame and
guilt attached to the ritual, and it had no connection with
my day-to-day life. I had sinned and I was to receive absolution. Being shackled to memories of what became for me a
ritual of self-hate, I naturally avoided the housecleaning
Steps for a long time. (The "Twelve and Twelve" even mentions the same sins.) Maybe AA was not a religious program, but it sure reminded me of some pretty depressing
religious practices.
Today, the whole experience has an entirely new
meaning for me. It is positive and uplifting. People say, "The
truth hurts." The truth is not what hurts; it's the denial. The
truth, once accepted, feels great. A religious brother who
gives a retreat for men in AA in my area says, "Everything
you need is right in front of you." What a powerfully true
and wonderful statement that is. Everything I need--even
things I don't yet know are not good for me because I still
think I enjoy them. We call them character defects. I like to
call them hiding places. They are drinks under cover--shortsighted or unworthy goals. (Words are important. How I
talk to myself decides how I feel and how I behave.)
Today, looking at misdirected instincts, at how my
natural desires render me and others unhappy, makes good
sense. I don't want to go on being unhappy. So when I think
of "sins" today, I think of the word "trespasses" as in the
Lord's Prayer. Sins are trespasses. At first, I didn't see that
our literature says that I have to be secure in three areas of
my life: sex, society, and my emotions. (Although, to be
historically accurate, we did not have sex problems in western Massachusetts in 1970. And if we did, we were told,

—From the April 2001 Grapevine
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On Rigidity
for he was truly visionary.
I echo those who feel that if this Fellowship
ever falters or fails, it will not be because of any outside cause. No, it will not be because of treatment centers or professionals in the field, or non- Conferenceapproved literature, or young people, or the dually addicted, or even the ‘druggies’ trying to come to our
closed meetings. If we stick close to our Traditions,
Concepts, and Warranties, and if we keep an open
mind and an open heart, we can deal with these and
any other problems that we have or ever will have. If
we ever falter and fail, it will be simply because of us. It
will be because we can’t control our own egos or get
along well enough with each other. It will be because
we have too much fear and rigidity
and not enough trust and common
sense.
If you were to ask me what is
the greatest danger facing AA today, I
would have to answer: the growing
rigidity – the increasing demand for
absolute answers to nitpicking questions; pressure for GSO to ‘enforce’
our Traditions; screening alcoholics at
closed meetings; prohibiting nonConference-approved literature, i.e.,
‘banning books’; laying more and
more rules on groups and members.
And in this trend toward rigidity, we
are drifting farther and farther away from our cofounders. Bill, in particular, must be spinning in his grave, for
he was perhaps the most permissive person I ever met.
One of his favorite sayings was, ‘Every group has the
right to be wrong.’ He was maddeningly tolerant of his
critics, and he had absolute faith that faults in AA were
self-correcting.
And I believe this, too, so in the final analysis
we’re not going to fall apart. We won’t falter or fail. At
the 1970 International Convention in Miami, I was in
the audience on that Sunday morning when Bill made
his brief last public appearance. He was too ill to take
his scheduled part in any other convention event, but
then, unannounced, on Sunday, Bill spoke a few gracious sentences about the huge crowd, the outpouring
of love, and the many overseas members there, ending
(as I remember) with these words: ‘As I look over this
crowd, I know that Alcoholics Anonymous will live a
thousand years – if it is God's will.

OUR GREATEST DANGER: RIGIDITY
BY BOB P.
Bob P. (1917–2008) was General Manager of
the General Service Office from 1974 to 1984, and then
served as Senior Advisor to the GSO from 1985 until his
retirement. His story is in the 3rd edition of the Big
Book (circa 1976) as “AA Taught Him to Handle Sobriety,” pp. 554–561, and in the 4th edition (circa 2001) on
pp. 553–559.
During the 1986 General Service Conference,
Bob gave a powerful and inspiring closing talk at the
closing brunch on Saturday morning, April 26. The following excerpts are taken from that farewell speech.
This is my 18th General Service Conference – the first two as a
director of the Grapevine and AAWS
[AA World Service], followed by four
as a general service trustee. In 1972,
I rotated out completely, only to be
called back two years later as general manager of GSO, the service job
I held until late 1984. Since the 1985
International Convention, of course,
I have been senior adviser. This is
also my last Conference, so this is an
emotionally charged experience.
I wish I had time to express
my thanks to everyone to whom I
am indebted for my sobriety and for the joyous life
with which I have been blessed for the past nearly 25
years. But since this is obviously impossible, I will fall
back on the Arab saying that Bill quoted in his last message: ‘I thank you for your lives.’ For without your lives,
I most certainly would have no life at all, much less the
incredibly rich life I have enjoyed.
Let me offer my thoughts about AA’s future. I
have no truck with those bleeding deacons who decry
every change and view the state of the Fellowship with
pessimism and alarm. On the contrary, from my nearly
quarter century’s perspective, I see AA as larger,
healthier, more dynamic, faster-growing, more global,
more service-minded, more back-to-basics, and more
spiritual – by far – than when I came through the doors
of my first meeting in Greenwich, Connecticut, just one
year after the famous [July 1960] Long Beach Convention. AA has flourished beyond the wildest dreams of
founding members, though perhaps not of Bill himself,

“And in this
trend toward
rigidity, we are
drifting farther
and farther
away from our
cofounders.”
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